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Summary

The hepatic iron-regulatory hormone hepcidin and its receptor, the cellular iron exporter 

ferroportin, constitute a feedback-regulated mechanism that maintains adequate plasma 

concentrations of iron-transferrin for erythropoiesis and other functions, ensures sufficient iron 

stores, and avoids iron toxicity and iron-dependent microbial pathogenesis. In chronic kidney 

disease, inflammation and impaired renal clearance increase plasma hepcidin, inhibiting duodenal 

iron absorption and sequestering iron in macrophages. These effects of hepcidin can cause 

systemic iron deficiency, decreased availability of iron for erythropoiesis, and resistance to 

endogenous and exogenous erythropoietin. Together with impaired renal production of 

erythropoietin, hepcidin-mediated iron restriction contributes to anemia of chronic kidney disease.
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This article reviews the basics of pathophysiology of iron, focusing on features that 

contribute to clinical problems in chronic kidney disease. For complementary perspectives 

the reader is referred to other comprehensive reviews.1–3

IRON HOMEOSTASIS

Biological Role of Iron

Iron is an essential trace element that is highly abundant in nature, predominantly in its 

poorly soluble ferric form. Because iron readily participates in oxidation and reduction 

chemistry, it has evolved to have an important role in oxygen transport (in hemoglobin), 

oxygen storage (in myoglobin), energy metabolism (cytochromes), and intermediary 

metabolism (as a component of many enzymes). Either iron deficiency or iron excess 

(overload) can have adverse consequences on organ function and tissue integrity. Iron 

deficiency is the most common cause of anemia worldwide, adversely impacting population 
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health and economic productivity predominantly in developing countries. Severe iron excess 

can lead to deposition of toxic forms of iron in the liver, heart, and other vital organs, with 

resulting organ damage, and, in the case of the liver, carcinogenesis.

Iron Distribution and Flux

In the average adult male there is approximately 4 g of iron, of which 2.5 g is in the 

hemoglobin of erythrocytes and approximately 1 g is in storage in hepatocytes. The 

remainder is distributed among other cell types. Iron stores in women are much smaller, 

even as a proportion of body size. Faced with poor water solubility of iron and its low 

bioavailability, animals including human beings conserve and recycle iron. Thus, in human 

beings, iron that is absorbed in the intestine and distributed among tissues is retained and 

reused, and cannot be excreted actively. Relatively small iron losses (1–2 mg/d) are caused 

almost entirely by desquamation of the skin and intestinal epithelia, representing a loss of 

less than 0.1% of total body iron content daily. Under normal circumstances, the iron content 

of the human body thus is regulated entirely at the point of iron absorption, in enterocytes in 

the proximal duodenum. In steady state, iron balance is maintained by absorption of 1 to 2 

mg of iron per day. However, the daily dietary iron requirement is approximately 10-fold 

higher because only a fraction of dietary iron is absorbed in the intestine. Clinically 

significant pathologic iron loss is nearly always a consequence of blood loss because each 

milliliter of packed erythrocytes contains 1 mg of iron, a vastly higher iron concentration 

than in other cell types or body fluids. In comparison, blood plasma contains a thousand 

times lower concentration of iron.

Iron Delivery to Cells

Once absorbed, iron is bound in plasma to the iron carrier protein transferrin, which 

distributes iron to most tissues and cells in the body. Each cell meets its individual iron 

needs by selective uptake of iron transferrin via the transferrin receptor, extracting the iron in 

acidified vacuoles and recycling the receptor and iron-free transferrin back to the 

extracellular fluid where the iron-free transferrin is released to extracellular fluid for another 

cycle of iron binding and delivery. At any time, less than 0.1% of the total body iron (or 

approximately 2–3 mg) is associated with transferrin. The daily demand for iron is 

approximately 20 to 25 mg, mainly for erythropoiesis, causing the transferrin-associated iron 

to turn over every 2 to 3 hours. Within cells, iron is stored in ferritin. The number of 

transferrin receptors and the amount of iron-storing ferritin in each cell are reciprocally 

controlled by iron-regulated posttranscriptional mechanisms, thus meeting the iron needs of 

each individual cell.

Iron Deficiency

Iron deficiency4,5 develops when the absorption of iron from the diet is insufficient to 

compensate for iron losses. In adult men in the developed world, with diets that usually 

contain sufficient iron to balance normal losses, iron deficiency is almost always a 

pathologic consequence of excessive blood loss. In women, iron deficiency also can develop 

as a result of menstrual blood losses and iron deficits incurred during pregnancy and 

childbirth. Iron requirements are greatly increased in children during periods of rapid growth 

and this can make their iron balance tenuous. The best known and most common 
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manifestation of iron deficiency is microcytic hypochromic anemia, but iron deficiency also 

can cause neurobehavioral changes, impair muscle function, and may cause epithelial 

pathologies, including skin, nail, hair, tongue, and esophageal abnormalities. Erythroid heme 

synthesis, globin chain synthesis, as well as erythroid maturation appear to be inhibited by 

even moderate iron deficiency through feedback regulatory mechanisms.6 Slowing down 

erythropoiesis in iron deficiency may spare enough iron to protect other tissues from 

dysfunction, at the cost of causing anemia.

Iron Toxicity

Transferrin-bound iron appears to be chemically nonreactive and its uptake and utilization is 

normally under tight control of each cell. In disorders of iron homeostasis in which iron 

absorption is excessive, or large amounts of iron are delivered parenterally as drugs or in the 

form of erythrocyte transfusions, the capacity of transferrin to bind iron may be exceeded 

(100% transferrin saturation), causing iron to bind to metabolic intermediates that function 

as iron chelators, mainly citrate. Depending on how these species are measured, they are 

referred to collectively as nontransferrin bound iron or labile plasma iron.7 These iron forms 

are taken up extremely rapidly by hepatocytes, cardiac myocytes, and endocrine cells via 

specific iron transporters,8 overwhelming normal cellular homeostatic mechanisms, and 

causing cellular toxicity through oxidative stress.

Extracellular Iron Homeostasis

The concentration of iron in extracellular fluid and plasma is controlled systemically, so that 

the concentration of iron in plasma is normally approximately 10 to 30 μmol/L, leading to 

20% to 45% transferrin saturation. The amount of iron in storage, predominantly in 

macrophages and hepatocytes, also is subject to systemic control. The hormone responsible 

for regulating extracellular iron concentration and the amount of iron in storage is hepcidin,3 

a small peptide produced by hepatocytes. In turn, the production of hepcidin is regulated 

transcriptionally by plasma iron concentration, iron stores in the liver, erythropoietic activity, 

and inflammation. The feedback regulation of iron by hepcidin is a classic endocrine 

mechanism, analogous to the regulation of glucose by insulin.

The Mechanism of Hepcidin’s Effect on Iron

Hepcidin acts by binding to the cellular iron exporter ferroportin,9 which mediates all the 

major flows of iron into plasma and extracellular fluid: the transfer of dietary iron from 

duodenal enterocytes to plasma, the release of recycled iron from splenic and hepatic 

macrophages, and the release of stored iron from hepatocytes. After hepcidin binds to 

ferroportin, ferroportin undergoes endocytosis and intracellular proteolysis. The loss of 

ferroportin from cell surfaces then proportionally decreases the delivery of cellular iron to 

blood plasma. The ongoing consumption of iron by erythroid precursors and other cells 

rapidly depletes the relatively small extracellular iron compartment, resulting in hepcidin-

induced lowering of plasma iron concentration (hypoferremia). Hepcidin is a hypoferremia-

inducing hormone, acting analogously to the hypoglycemic effect of insulin.
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Regulation of Hepcidin Secretion by Iron

Systemic hepcidin production appears to be solely transcriptionally regulated. Hepcidin gene 

transcription is stimulated by the dual effect of liver iron stores and the concentration of 

plasma holotransferrin (iron-saturated transferrin), conveyed through iron-regulated 

production of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP) acting on BMP receptors and the 

associated Smad pathways.10 The hepcidin gene promoter contains BMP-responsive 

elements that bind nuclear Smad complexes to potently increase transcription.

The concentration of the BMP ligand (in mice mainly BMP-6) appears to be regulated by 

hepatic iron stores. Increased holotransferrin concentrations also potentiate the BMP 

receptor signaling via a partly defined mechanism involving transferrin receptors 1 and 2 

and HFE (a membrane protein that interacts with transferrin receptor 1). The important role 

of HFE was highlighted by the finding that it is mutated in the most common form of 

hereditary hemochromatosis, a disease in which iron homeostasis is dysregulated. BMP 

signaling also is dependent on hemojuvelin, a glycophosphatidylinositol-linked, iron-related 

co-receptor for BMPs. Hemojuvelin and transferrin receptor 2 genes are mutated in rare 

forms of hereditary hemochromatosis, again showing the importance of these molecules for 

human iron homeostasis. A membrane protease matriptase 2 (also called transmembrane 
serine protease 6) negatively regulates BMP signaling by cleaving hemojuvelin,11,12 with 

this inhibitory influence mainly manifested during iron deficiency.

Regulation of Hepcidin Secretion by Inflammation

During infections or other inflammatory conditions hepcidin production is stimulated 

intensely, causing the characteristic hypoferremia of inflammation. Accumulating evidence 

confirms that this response has a host defense function, essential for resistance to certain 

microbes, particularly “siderophilic” bacteria whose pathogenicity is strongly enhanced by 

iron13 (eg, Vibrio species and Yersinia enterocolitica). Suppressive effects of inflammatory 

hypoferremia on other pathogenic microbes also are likely but remain to be documented. 

Inflammation induces hepcidin transcriptionally, mainly through interleukin-6,14 its 

receptor, and the Jak2-Stat3 pathway, but a second inflammatory pathway recently was 

identified, stimulating hepcidin through activin B, the BMP receptor, and its Smad signaling 

mechanism.15

Regulation of Hepcidin Secretion by Erythroid Activity

In human beings who hemorrhage or breathe air with low oxygen content, hypoxic renal 

interstitial fibroblast-like cells secrete erythropoietin, which stimulates compensatory 

erythropoiesis. To replace a 10% loss of erythrocytes or to increase oxygen-carrying 

capacity by 10% in the average adult requires approximately 250 mg of iron, representing a 

major burden for the iron-homeostatic system. Within hours after a hemorrhagic or hypoxic 

event, hepcidin is profoundly suppressed, allowing increased absorption of iron from the diet 

and, even more importantly, releasing iron from stores in macrophages and hepatocytes into 

blood plasma. The rapid suppression of hepcidin and the resulting increased iron availability 

for erythropoiesis now are known to be mediated by erythroferrone,16 a protein secreted by 

erythroblasts in response to stimulation by erythropoietin. Pharmacologic stimulation of 

erythropoiesis by erythropoietin also causes erythroferrone secretion and suppression of 
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hepcidin.16,17 Hepcidin suppression is mediated by a direct effect of erythroferrone on 

hepatocytes but the specific pathways have not yet been identified.

Hypoxia and Hepcidin Regulation

Hypoxia may affect the whole organism, as in exposure to air with low oxygen content, or 

may affect specific tissues in which oxygen tension may decrease because of low regional 

blood flow or decreased oxygen carrying capacity of blood. At the cellular level, oxygen is 

sensed by prolyl hydroxylases 1 to 3, oxygen- and iron-dependent enzymes that hydroxylate 

the hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs)1α or 2α, and thereby target them for degradation.18,19 

During hypoxia, decreased degradation of HIFs causes them to accumulate and increase the 

transcription of many hypoxia-inducible genes, prominently including erythropoietin and 

vascular endothelial factor. The hydroxylating activity of prolyl hydroxylases on HIFs is 

dependent not only on local oxygen tension but also on iron concentration and the 

concentration of a metabolic cofactor, the citrate cycle intermediate α-ketoglutarate (2-

oxoglutarate). Local hypoxia promotes iron absorption in the duodenum, mainly by the HIF-

dependent transcriptional activation of the apical iron transporter divalent metal transporter 1 

and the basolateral transporter ferroportin.20 This effect of hypoxia is hepcidin-independent. 

Systemic hypoxia potently but indirectly modulates hepcidin and iron homeostasis by 

inducing the transcription of erythropoietin,21 thereby stimulating erythroferrone production 

and hepcidin suppression.

Hepcidin Clearance

Hepcidin is a 2.7-kD peptide that is not strongly bound to plasma proteins and is cleared 

rapidly by the normal kidneys where it is largely reabsorbed and degraded by the proximal 

tubular mechanism that metabolizes other peptides. A small proportion of hepcidin escapes 

this mechanism and can be detected in urine,22 where daily excretion is approximately 

proportional to serum hepcidin concentrations.23 Hepcidin also undergoes endocytosis with 

its receptor/iron transporter ferroportin and both molecules then are proteolysed.24 In mice, 

injected radiolabeled hepcidin is cleared within minutes, with most of the radioactivity 

appearing rapidly in the kidneys and the bladder, and smaller amounts found at sites where 

ferroportin is highly expressed (the duodenum, spleen, and the liver).25 Another degradation 

mechanism is dependent on as yet uncharacterized N-terminal peptidases that convert the 25 

amino acid mature hepcidin-25 into mainly 22 amino acid and 20 amino acid N-terminally 

truncated forms, hepcidin-22 and hepcidin-20. These have severely impaired ability to 

induce ferroportin internalization, and are thought to be inactive degradation products.26 

They are much more prominent in urine than in serum, and hepcidin-20 appears to increase 

out of proportion to total hepcidin in chronic kidney disease.27,28 Neither the mechanisms by 

which the smaller hepcidin forms are generated nor their modulation by renal impairment 

are understood.

IRON DYSREGULATION IN CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE

Iron Disorders in Chronic Kidney Disease

In advanced kidney diseases iron metabolism becomes severely disrupted through multiple 

mechanisms.29 Although a detailed study of the time course in individual patients has not 
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been reported, iron deficiency is already found in a majority of non–dialysis-dependent 

patients with chronic kidney disease.30 Iron deficiency is probably a consequence of 

decreased iron absorption31 caused by high hepcidin concentrations,32 as well as increased 

iron losses, mostly from gastrointestinal bleeding.33 High hepcidin concentrations are 

caused in part by inflammation involved in the pathogenesis of many kidney diseases, as 

indicated by the correlation of serum hepcidin concentrations with C-reactive protein, and in 

part by decreased clearance of hepcidin by the diseased kidneys, as reflected by the 

anticorrelation of hepcidin with estimated glomerular filtrate rate.34–36 Once patients are 

treated with hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis, additional inflammatory stimuli come into 

play, including intermittent infections and exposure of blood to foreign materials, such as 

catheters and dialysis membranes, further increasing hepcidin levels.32 During hemodialysis, 

plasma hepcidin concentration decreases, suggesting that the peptide is cleared through the 

membrane,37 but the high rate of hepcidin synthesis causes a rebound of hepcidin 

concentrations within an hour after the completion of dialysis.38 Hemodialysis also causes 

increased blood loss from discarded residual blood in the dialysis equipment, from the 

hemorrhagic effects of anticoagulation, and from the blood requirements of more frequent 

laboratory examinations,29 greatly increasing iron requirements.

Erythropoiesis-Stimulating Agents

As chronic kidney disease progresses, the kidneys of most patients eventually fail to produce 

sufficient erythropoietin to maintain adequate erythropoiesis. When patients develop 

symptomatic anemia, they may be treated by intermittent administration of erythropoiesis-

stimulating agents, which further challenges iron homeostasis. Surges of erythropoiesis after 

each dose of erythropoietin require an increased flow of iron to the marrow. In patients with 

systemic inflammation and high hepcidin concentrations, even when iron stores are adequate 

and sufficient for baseline erythropoiesis, iron cannot be released from stores rapidly enough 

to meet the needs of pharmacologically stimulated erythropoiesis. This condition is referred 

to as “functional iron deficiency.”39 Functional iron deficiency limits the effectiveness of 

erythropoiesis-stimulating agents, contributing to “erythropoietin resistance.”40 Increased 

doses of erythropoietin, likely acting by inducing the production of erythroferrone, may 

suppress hepcidin, release iron from stores, and overcome resistance to erythropoietin. 

However, high doses of erythropoietin have been associated with adverse effects and are no 

longer recommended.41 In addition, economic incentives have favored decreased use of 

erythropoietin and related drugs. It is now well established that the administration of 

intravenous iron potentiates the effectiveness of lower doses of erythropoiesis-stimulating 

agents,42 most likely by greatly increasing the iron-loading of macrophages and hence the 

rate at which iron is released from these cells to meet the requirements of stimulated 

erythropoiesis.

BIOMARKERS OF IRON STATUS IN CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE

Iron and Transferrin Saturation

Although the use of biomarkers for patient management is addressed elsewhere in this issue 

of Seminars in Nephrology, it is useful to review how the various biomarkers are affected by 

disturbances in iron homeostasis. Erythroid precursors use almost exclusively transferrin-
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bound iron as a source of iron for heme and hemoglobin synthesis. Once the concentration 

of transferrin-bound iron decreases to less than approximately 10 μmol/L, erythroid heme, 

hemoglobin synthesis, and erythropoiesis are progressively inhibited.43,44 Depending on the 

concentration of transferrin, this threshold typically corresponds to 15% to 20% transferrin 

saturation. Low serum iron concentration and low transferrin saturation therefore are useful 

markers of an inadequate iron supply to erythropoiesis. Because transferrin-bound iron turns 

over every few hours and its concentration is rapidly affected by iron ingestion, parenteral 

iron treatment, and diurnal variation, it is considered too labile to be used as the sole 

parameter for diagnosis.

Serum Transferrin Receptor

Transferrin receptor 1 (TfR1) mediates the uptake of iron transferrin by erythrocyte 

precursors, and these cells collectively account for most of the iron flow and most of the 

TfR1 molecules in the body. When iron supply becomes inadequate for erythropoiesis, 

erythrocyte precursors compensate by increased production of TfR1, achieved by iron-

regulated stabilization of TfR1 messenger RNA. Because the receptors shed into plasma, 

plasma TfR1 concentrations reflect the total number of TfR1 molecules in the body.45 

Accordingly, increased serum transferrin-receptor concentrations are seen when erythrocyte 

precursors become iron-deficient and/or the total number of erythrocyte precursors is 

increased. Because inflammation suppresses TfR1 synthesis, iron limitation from a systemic 

iron deficiency causes a greater increase in serum transferrin–receptor concentrations than 

iron limitation caused by an inflammatory iron sequestration, allowing some discrimination 

between the two conditions.

Serum Ferritin

Intracellular iron is stored in the cavities of ferritin nanoparticles, which serve as an iron 

depot after cellular iron uptake, and a source of iron for the synthesis of iron-containing 

proteins, including hemoglobin. A poorly understood byproduct of this storage form is 

plasma ferritin, which is secreted from iron-storing cells, predominantly macrophages and 

hepatocytes, in proportion to the amount of stored iron. In the absence of inflammation, 

serum ferritin is a reliable indicator of iron stores. During inflammation, ferritin production 

is stimulated and, under the influence of hepcidin, iron is sequestered in macrophages, 

which are prolific secretors of serum ferritin.46 Accordingly, the highest serum ferritin 

concentrations are seen in patients with macrophage activation syndromes47 and genetic 

defects in ferroportin that interfere with macrophage iron export.48 Serum ferritin 

concentrations therefore reflect at least three parameters of iron metabolism: iron stores, 

their distribution between macrophages and hepatocytes, and the intensity of inflammation. 

Nevertheless, low serum ferritin levels are specific indicators of iron deficiency even in 

chronic kidney disease but are not sensitive because inflammation can drive up ferritin levels 

and mask iron deficiency.

Red Cell Indices

Under normal circumstances, human erythrocytes live for approximately 120 days, thus 

blood hemoglobin levels and mean corpuscular volume reflect the average conditions during 

this entire timespan. During periods of inadequate iron supply for erythropoiesis, the newly 
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produced erythrocytes are hypochromic and microcytic, but when the iron availability 

improves, more normal erythrocytes are released from the marrow. Therefore, the percentage 

of hypochromic erythrocytes represents a record of episodes of iron deficiency over the 

erythrocyte lifespan. In contrast, measurement of hemoglobin content in reticulocytes, 

transitional cells released from the marrow in the preceding few days, reflects a snapshot of 

recent iron availability for hemoglobin synthesis.49

Erythrocyte Zinc Protoporphyrin

The terminal step in heme synthesis is the incorporation of iron into the protoporphyrin 

molecule by the mitochondrial enzyme ferrochelatase. If iron supply to the mitochondria is 

inadequate, zinc may be substituted for iron, yielding zinc protoporphyrin, an intensely 

fluorescent product that can be quantified in red cells. Increased erythrocyte zinc 

protoporphyrin levels are seen both in iron deficiency and in anemia of inflammation.50

Therapeutic implications

Advances in understanding of iron homeostasis and of its disturbances in chronic kidney 

disease have suggested potential interventions to correct iron physiology and facilitate a 

more effective treatment of anemia in this condition. On the iron supply side, the current 

strategy of administering relatively large amounts of intravenous iron could be moderated by 

minimizing treatment-related inflammation or counteracting it. Less inflammatory 

stimulation will decrease hepcidin concentrations and increase the availability of iron for 

erythropoiesis. Alternatively, experimental therapies to decrease hepcidin are under 

development.51 On the erythroid demand side, new anemia therapies that exert prolonged 

erythroid-stimulatory and hepcidin-suppressive effect may require less iron 

supplementation.52,53
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Figure 1. 
The pathogenesis of iron dysregulation in chronic kidney disease (CKD). The diagram 

shows the hepcidin-stimulatory effects of inflammation and iron treatment, the hepcidin-

increasing effect of decreased glomerular filtration rate, and the opposing suppressive effects 

of erythropoietin and erythroferrone on hepcidin production. Plasma hepcidin concentrations 

are usually high, decreasing ferroportin on cell membranes, and thus inhibiting duodenal 

iron absorption and diminishing iron availability for erythropoiesis. IL, interleukin.
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